
O B S E R V A N T   I N N O V A T I O N S  

FEATURES 
 360o, panoramic imagery 
 USB 3.0 
 High-quality mega-pixel 
 ONVIF PTZ compatible 
 Streaming H264 (including VR format) 
 GPS NMEA data 
 Image archiving 
 Analytics ‘Ready’ 
 Rugged, IP67 form factor 
 Simple integration with ‘open’ camera management system  
 No image distortion or ‘stitching’  ADVANTAGES 
 Captures everything, in all directions, all of the time 
 Built to withstand tough environmental and usage conditions 
 Assists situation reconstruction  BENEFITS 
 Greater impartiality 
 Improves understanding 
 Generates public reassurance 
 Supports accountability 
 Improves performance 
 Aids dispute resolution  

The Patrol Camera 
 The Observant PATROL Camera System is a vehicle mounted 360o panoramic video camera. 
PATROL enables high-resolution visual documentation of everything occurring in the vicinity of a patrol or tasking, ensuring that nothing is missed. 
The Challenge 
 All too frequently, even in an environment cluttered with CCTV and consumer video camera devices, vital evidence is missed.   
Often cameras are pointing in the wrong direction and what video is available fails to reflect the true, or the complete nature of the situation. 
The contextual environment is always vital in ensuring a thorough understanding of the event and an accurate post incident analysis. 
 
 

PATROL     Vehicle mounted 360o panoramic Surveillance 

The Solution 
 PATROL provides a persistent over-watch to ensure this critical data is captured.   
With a single camera and using innovative technology, PATROL visually documents the entire scene giving investigators the ability to recreate the operational environment and context post incident. 
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REVIEW 
 Reviewing the recorded images is simple with the free to use, highly intuitive, REVIEW software application.  With versatile screen layouts, powerful timeline search and player controls, this tool simplifies investigation and incident analysis. 
 REVIEW provides instant local or networked timeline access for real-time playback of PATROL live and previously acquired archives. Clips within an archive can easily be identified and exported.   


